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The Land of Enchantment: An Annotated Bibliography

These following 10 entries on Puerto Rico focus on the dynamic role

of Women in socio-political movements within Puerto Rico.

These entries will be applied to my photography-based final project.

Corujo, C. (2021, January 25). Puerto Rico Declares State of Emergency Over Gender Violence

Crisis. ABC News. Retrieved October 28, 2021,

from https://abcnews.go.com/US/puerto-rico-declares-state-emergency-gender-violence-crisis/st

ory?id=75469572.

At the inception of the year, newly elected Gov. Pierluisi declared a state of emergency,

by virtue of his executive order, "that would allocate resources to deal with gender

violence [on the Island]". Three weeks prior, the Island mourned the death of a women

and transgender man.

The photography used within the article depicts the flood of indignance that is

being felt among native Puerto Ricans. The images of protesters with "Estado de

Emergencia" signs and yells of injustice encapsulates the issue at hand and the public

reaction to the violence.

Roure, J. G. (2011). Gender Justice in Puerto Rico: Domestic Violence, Legal Reform, and the

Use of International Human Rights Principles. John Jay College of Criminal Justice | Human

Rights

https://abcnews.go.com/US/puerto-rico-declares-state-emergency-gender-violence-crisis/story?id=75469572
https://abcnews.go.com/US/puerto-rico-declares-state-emergency-gender-violence-crisis/story?id=75469572
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Quarterly. https://johnjay.jjay.cuny.edu/files/departments/latin_american_studies/roure_final_pdf.

pdf

"This article examines the state of domestic violence in Puerto Rico" up until the year of

its publication: 2011. The focus is the exploration of governmental agencies and

community actions geared towards the "eradication of violence and discrimination

against women on the [Island]." Included in this exploration is "the [I]sland’s past

experience in managing change to create systems and programs that ensure women’s

human rights and gender equality."

Puerto Rico's human rights legal reform is discussed and it provides: (1) a great

context for my photographic theme of influential Women of the Island and (2) how these

prior governmental and community remedies turned into this modern-day mess of

inequalities and femicide.

CBS News. (2021, January 28). Puerto Rico Declares State of Emergency Over Gender Violence.

YouTube. https://youtu.be/ScBRHf3iNA4

Gov. Pierluisi’s executive order to allocate resources in effort to prevent gender-based

violence will conclude on June 30, 2022. Pierluisi is making good on campaign promises

regarding these types of issues on the Island. In addition, there are two Island-based

rights groups stating that “one woman is killed every seven days”, according to

Syra-Ortiz Blanes, an active reporter of the El Nuevo and Miami Heralds on this matter.

https://johnjay.jjay.cuny.edu/files/departments/latin_american_studies/roure_final_pdf.pdf
https://johnjay.jjay.cuny.edu/files/departments/latin_american_studies/roure_final_pdf.pdf
https://youtu.be/ScBRHf3iNA4
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The violence on the Island has to be depicted in my final project because talking

about the protests without the aftermath, and the spike in femicide, would be inadequate.

There must be mention of this gender-based issue because this is a global problem and it

needs full address.

VICE News. (2019, July 20). The Women Leading the Puerto Rico Protests.

YouTube. https://youtu.be/daJ0Nx8pnkc

The women leaders in this video describe something more horrid than a revolt that started

over inappropriate text messages. One of the leaders mentioned that, post-Hurricane

Maria, over 4,000 people died because of the inability to access aid due to political

corruption.

I plan to screenshot this conversation between these great leaders as they

discussed the present and future outlook for Puerto Rico. The insight and experiences

shared at the table showed the seriousness and dedication of the leaders to their pursuit

for equality for the people of the Island.

Guzmán, S. (2019, August 9). The Women Leading Puerto Rico's Feminist Revolution.

Shondaland. https://www.shondaland.com/change-makers/a28653844/puerto-rico-protests-femin

ist-revolution/

https://youtu.be/daJ0Nx8pnkc
https://www.shondaland.com/change-makers/a28653844/puerto-rico-protests-feminist-revolution/
https://www.shondaland.com/change-makers/a28653844/puerto-rico-protests-feminist-revolution/
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Sandra Rodriguez Cotto is the journalist that first publicized the profane chats between

Rosselló and his political network. The messages "showed the then governor leveling

racist, sexist, and homophobic attacks.” A few days later, “the woman-led Center for

Investigative Reporting (CIR) published the text messages in their entirety, kicking off a

wave of massive #RickyRenuncia protests.” When citizens realized that Rosselló and his

political buddies were insulting women, mocking the LGBTQ, shaming people, and

making humor of the Hurricane Maria death tolls — “even as hundreds of bodies still

remained in refrigerated wagons”— the people took to the streets.

Dynamic actions such as the one displayed by Ms. Cotto or the CIR needed to be

highlighted because these decisions woke up the entire Island to the hidden corruption of

the political names involved. For the final project, I plan to honor the women from the

article to show their importance to the movement for equality.

Reichard, R. (2019, August 5). Women & Femmes Leading The Puerto Rico Protests On Their

"Permanent Revolution".

Bustle. https://www.bustle.com/p/women-femmes-leading-the-puerto-rico-protests-on-their-perm

anent-revolution-18544005

This article is significant because it emphasizes two concepts: (1) This is not the first

time in Caribbean history that Latin women were heroic, revolutionary figures, and (2)

This revolution did not start now. It is clear, through the reading, that US Imperialism and

https://www.bustle.com/p/women-femmes-leading-the-puerto-rico-protests-on-their-permanent-revolution-18544005
https://www.bustle.com/p/women-femmes-leading-the-puerto-rico-protests-on-their-permanent-revolution-18544005
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Spanish colonialism has encroached on the people of the Island. However, that never

silenced the tenacity of these women who rose to the occasion countless times.

To show photographic resonance, I plan to incorporate a slide or two that honors

these historic heroes. These slides will corroborate the one on new women leadership on

the Island and how far it came.

Franco, M. R. (2019, August 12). Puerto Rico’s Arts Community Reacts to Protests: ‘The

Country We Are Making Together Has to Be Forged in

Equity’. ARTnews.com. https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/puerto-rico-art-community-pro

tests-13106/

During the Puerto Rico protests, all that were seen were signs and groups of natives

clashing with officers over the poor conduct of former Gov. Rosselló. A deeper look into

the protest would show the artistic beauty of this revolutionary act. Not only were

celebrities involved in these protests, the article states that “[c]ountless people provided

T-shirts, posters, and videos, and even coding.” Even hashtags like #RickyTeBoté

emerged, thus calling for “the removal and disposal of the governor’s official photo from

government offices.”

Within this article, there are a few signs that I plan to include within my final and

I will search the hashtag on twitter to see the extent of comments and imagery that were

used by artists of the Island to express their feelings on the historic situation. (See  also,

www.shorturl.at/ikuKX)

http://artnews.com/
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/puerto-rico-art-community-protests-13106/
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/puerto-rico-art-community-protests-13106/
http://www.shorturl.at/ikuKX
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Guerra, R. C. (2019). San Juan Takes to the Streets. Rosa Colón - Soda Pop Comics - Sequential

Art - Illustration. https://rosacolonguerra.com/san-juan-takes-to-the-streets

Through her work San Juan takes to the Streets, Rosa Guerra reminded her readers that

this public reaction by Puerto Rico was no light issue. She reminded those that knew, and

taught the people that did not, the oppression that the Island has experienced for almost

525 years.

This once- contained “pain and neglect” felt by the Island's natives prompted it to

"spill[] into the streets". I will be using Guerra's illustrations to show the common reasons

uniting native protesters of different circumstances.

Guerra, R. C. (2019). Borinquen Summer. Rosa Colón - Soda Pop Comics - Sequential Art -

Illustration. https://rosacolonguerra.com/boricua-summer

The Borinquen Summer paints the start of anti-Rosselló sentiments through heavy

protesting and the visibility of new political prospects. Guerra also depicted the

awakening of the enfranished youth and a political misassessment of the brewing

protests.

I aim to provide clear context and illustrations about the sociopolitical atmosphere

on the Island by including a few pieces from this work within my final.

https://rosacolonguerra.com/san-juan-takes-to-the-streets
https://rosacolonguerra.com/boricua-summer
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Guerra, R. C. (2019). The Response: Why Haven’t I heard of Her Before? Rosa Colon - Soda Pop

Comics - Sequential Art -

Illustration. https://rosacolonguerra.com/the-response-why-havent-i-heard-of-her-before

The Response is a powerful piece on inspirational resonance. Within the illustration,

Guerra tells a story within a story: the author mentioned her influence, Nadia Martín, and

the impact she had on her. Through her success in illustration, Nadia drew about “class

issues, feminism, great storytelling, and art.” However, her 2001 death did not quench the

fire of the women comic artists, such as Guerra, from following her rapt blueprint.

As the prior work by Guerra, I plan to include a few screenshots of her work to

show the theme of resonance and posterity, including how art is used to constructively

ignite the youth, especially young women.

https://rosacolonguerra.com/the-response-why-havent-i-heard-of-her-before

